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Abstract: Speaker recognition from speech signal is still an ongoing research in forensics and
biometrics area. Speaker recognition is the process to enable machine to recognize speaker's
identity from their speech. Recent development on classify speaker data from a group of
speaker is still insufficient to provide a satisfied result in achieving high performance pattern
classification engine. There are two main difficulties in this field: how to maintain accuracy
rate under incremental amounts of training data and how to reduce the time processing in the
case embedded systems need to consider about efficient and simplicity of calculation.
Recently we have proposed three difference hybrid pattern classification approach for text
independent speaker identification system; in these approaches, we combined a hybrid
GMMNQ and decision Tree model. The aim of this paper is to show the progress of the
development of a high impact hybrid modeling. Besides, via this paper, an evaluation is done
to verify the impact of using optimization search method on large speaker database.
Keywords: Speaker Identification System, Gaussian Mixture Model, Vector Quantization,
Hybrid Vector Quantization/Gaussian Mixture Model
1. INTRODUCTION
The fast development of computing technology drives the expanding of database uses. The
database systems have provided several of data for computing system; they are mushrooming
and emerging in high speed to fonnulate the delivering, sharing and collaborating
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information. How to manage these large database or how to optimize the search process to
retrieve a "right" data are current issue that always discussed by researchers.
A way that optimize the process of searching data by classify the data into smaller
subgroup depends on it personal attribute have introduced via this paper. We believe that
training data in small subgroup will towards the time efficiency if compare run the data
searching under the whole set of data. This idea have implemented into speaker database
which is under biometric security system, as known as speaker identification.
The evaluation of speech processing began after the development of channel vocoder
also as know as voice coder and Voder (voice operated demonstrator). Until today, speech
processing application are widely applying in many field like control automation system,
biometric and forensic science authentication, human robot interacting and so on. Among
these application, speech processing techniques are applying into security use. It formally
knows as speaker recognition. Speaker recognition is a process where a person is recognized
on the basis of his/her voice signals.
Speaker recognition can be text dependent or text independent. For text dependent
system, ordinary a predefmed utterance is used for training and for testing the system (I].
Whereas, in text independent, user can simply use whatever utterance they want for
recognizes task.
Speaker verification and speaker identification are the subset of speaker recognition,
where speaker verification accepts or rejects the identity claim of a speaker whereas speaker
identification determines which registered speaker provides a given utterance from a set of
know speaker [2]. The scope of our research is on the closed-set text-independent speaker
identification task, which the close-set means the unknown voice must come from a fixed set
of known speakers.
Speaker recognition is a quantum jump in artificial intelligence and forensic science
technologies because it endows machines with the human-like abilities of distinguish people's
identity from one another. To date, the recent technological and market growths of embedded
systems draw our attention to enable speaker recognition systems running on embedded
systems. Due to the memory and usage limitation of the embedded system, it cannot provide
a complex calculation process for identify a speaker. Therefore, a design of a simple way for
speaker classification techniques is needed. Recent development on classify speaker data
from a group of speaker is still insufficient to provide a satisfied result in achieving high
performance pattern classification engine. There are two main difficulties in this field: how to
maintain accuracy rate under incremental amounts of training data and how to reduce the time
processing in the case embedded systems need to consider about efficient and simplicity of
calculation. These two criteria have to carry out to improve this research.
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Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [3], Vector Quantization (VQ) [4], Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) [5], Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [6] and Support Vector Machine [7] are
the most popular pattern classification techniques for speaker recognition. Other than these
traditional methods, there are some hybrid methods as an alternative for speaker pattern
classification. These hybrid method draw the attention of the researcher because it is proved
that it bring a significant improvement for speaker recognition's research area. For example,
they are the hybrid of GMMI Neural network [8], hybrid of GMM/VQ [12, 13, and 14] and
hybrid of GMMlSVM [9, 10, and 11]. Admittedly, the performance of speaker recognition
systems in term of accuracy rates has been significantly improved over hybrid conditions.
However, when speaker recognition is adopted in real-world application, time processing
issue is often observed. Meanwhile, current works for the hybrid production of speaker
recognition are almost directed towards accuracy problems, not time processing problems.
The aim of this paper is to show the progress of the development of a high impact
hybrid modeling. Besides, via this paper, an evaluation is done to verify the impact of using
optimization search method on large speaker database. Recently we have proposed three
difference hybrid pattern classification approach for text independent speaker identification
system; in these approaches, we combined a hybrid decision tree, GMM and VQ model. In
this paper, we extend our investigations in order to select the most suitable hybrid model for
real time application. In the work reported in this paper, we concern about a experimental
investigation of three hybrid techniques for speaker identification. The emphasis of the
experiments is on the accuracy of the models under incremental amounts of training data and
the time taken to processing data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, reviews our proposed speaker
identification framework and section 3, discusses about the research hypothesis and objective.
Section 4 on the other hand, presents some basic of pattern classification techniques that using
in the modeling and section 5 discusses our motivation of hybrid and how to construct three
types of hybrid modeling for pattern classification. Section 6 shows the experimental result
for these 3 techniques. Finally, section 7 is the conclusion.
2. SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK
The structure of the proposed speaker identification framework shows in figure 1.
Speaker identification system involves two main stages, the enrollment stage and the
identification stage. The speech signal is first processed to extract features that conveying
speaker information. In the enrollment phase, all speaker data will be train by a pattern
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classification technique and save it into a bank of models. While in the identification stage,
features are compared to a bank of models which are obtained from previous enrollment.
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Figure I. Structure of proposed speaker identification framework
3. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVE
Via this paper, a declaration has come out to justify that s~me preprocessing of
classification process have to done on the large data set in order to different ship them via
their attribute. By this classification process, data training and searching become faster
because the engine just run on small range of data. This can do by hybrid method of panern
classification process. In the case of speaker identification system, speaker data can be
divided into smaller subgroup followed by their gender, which is the attribute of the speaker
data. Our objective over the research is classification the speaker data using hybrid method.
By using hybrid method, we aims to process huge speaker data in short time limit and in the
same time we manage to gain better accuracy rate for speaker data searching.
4 THE BASIC OF PATTERN CLASSIFICAnON TECHNIQUES
4.1 Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a density estimator and is one of the most commonly
used types of classifier. In this method, the distribution of the feature vector x is modeled
clearly using a mixture ofM Gaussians.
(1)
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Here mu" L; represent the mean an d covariance of the ith mixture. Given the
training data XI, X2 •.. Xn, and the number of mixture M, the parameters j.1i, Li, <.Ii is learn using
expectation maximization. During recognition, the input speech is again used extract a
sequence of features XI, X2 •.• XL.• the distance of the given sequence from the model is
obtained by computing the log likehood of given sequence given the data. The model that
provies most highest likelihood score will verify as the identity of the speaker. A detailed
discussion on applying GMM to speaker modeling can be found in [15].
4.2 Vector Quantization (VQ)
Vector Quantization (VQ) is a pattern classification technique applied to speech data to form
a representative set of features. Among the first apply this technique to speaker verification
were Soong et al (1985) and Buck et al (1985) [20, 21].
VQ is a process of mapping vectors from a large vector space to a finite number of
regions in that space. Each region is called a cluster and can be represented by its center
called a codeword. The collection of all code words is called a codebook.
In the training phase, a speaker-specific VQ codebook is generated for each known
speaker by clustering hislher training acoustic vectors. The result code words (centroids) are
shown in Figure 2 by black circles and black triangles for speaker I and 2, respectively. The
distance from a vector to the closest codeword of a codebook is called a VQ-distortion. In the
recognition phase, an input utterance of an unknown voice is "vector-quantized" using each
trained codebook and the total VQ distortion is computed. The speaker corresponding to the
VQ codebook with the smallest distortion is identified.
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Figure 2 Structure of how VQ work as classifier
5 A MOTIVATION OF HYBRID CLASSFIER
This research aims to maintain accuracy under incremental amounts of training data and
reduce the processing time for real time systems which need to consider about efficiency and
simplicity of calculation. Most of the speaker recognition system use GMM as pattern
classifier. This technique introduce by Reynolds [15] since the year of 1995. GMM method
represents each speaker data into different GMM to generate a speaker model for training and
testing. It calculates the log likelihood score for all training speaker data and makes the
decision followed by maximum posteriori probability. Even though it gain high accuracy, but
the calculation for all training data make it become complexity.
Due to the above reason, we have try several hybrid modeling to solve the problem.
From the research, we introduce the decision tree modeling to scope the speaker data for
training purpose in order to separate it into smaller group. Besides, we also try apply the VQ
technique into the hybrid modeling since VQ are proved more simplicity calculation then
GMM because it just depends on the cookbook size [16]. There are three ways of hybrid
have explore; whereas the aims of this paper is to investigate the most suitable framework for
real time application.
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5.1 Parallel hybrid VQ/GMM classifier
In the first proposed hybrid modeling, hereinafter referred to as "VQ+GMM I", both VQ
model and GMM model will run parallel after signal preprocessing process [17]. Figure 3
shows an overview process of this VQ+GMM 1 hybrid modeling.
In GMM training phase, an MFCC output will return as GMM input after compute
signal Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients. For speaker identification, each speaker is
represented by a GMM and is referred to by hislher speaker model. GMM classification
engine will calculate log likelihood score for all training speaker data and save it into a
speaker model. While in testing phase, a comparison about training speaker and testing
speaker will be done. GMM classification engine will make a decision followed by
maximum posteriori probability.
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Figure 3. First hybrid method, VQ+GMM 1, speaker identification system based on parallel
VQ/GMM classifier
In VQ training phase, Vector Quantization using Linde-Buzo-Gray algorithm is
executed using MFCC as input. Later on, we will run the nearest-neighbour search to find the
codeword in the current codebook that is closest and assign that vector to the corresponding
cell. Then, the system will find centroids and update for each speech signal and the
cookbooks are created. In testing phase, a function will computes the Euclidean distance
between training data and testing data. The system will identifY which calculation yields the
lowest value and checks this value against a constraint threshold. If the value is lower than
the threshold, the system outputs an answer. After the GMM and VQ engine come out a
decision, both result will be compare in decision logic. If there are divergences between them,
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both speaker data will be train and test again in a VQ classification machine. We have to
mention that, in this phase, our identification scopes already deflate to two speakers, therefore
it will gain a high accuracy rate. Besides, the main reason we choose VQ for second phase
classifier was on account of it offers simplicity in computation.
5.2 Vector Quantization Decision Tree Modeling
The second hybrid method was using decision tree (DT) theory and VQ approach, hereinafter
referred to as "DT+VQ 2" [18]. A decision tree is a tree in which each branch node
represents a choice between a number of alternatives, and each leaf node represents a
classification or decision.
Decision trees represent rules. Rules can readily be expressed so that humans can
understand them or even directly used in a database access language like SQL so that records
falling into a particular category may be retrieved. In our proposed modeling, we take the
superiority of decision tree theory, which is simplicity computation to distinguish a group of
speaker into smaller subgroup. We believe that smaller group of training data will decrease
time processing in run times.
Figure 4. Second hybrid method, DT+VQ 2, speaker identification system based on decision
tree theory and VQ approach
The overall structure of our hybrid system is depicted in figure 4. After MFCC
feature extraction process, the speech signal will transform to a feature vector form. For the
phase 1 of the classification, we use decision tree theory to classify out the gender of the
speaker in order to group them into smaller group. Once a decision tree has been built, it is
used as a component of the complete classification system. Normally identification errors for
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huge database often occur when a speaker is taken for another speaker belonging to the same
gender. For example male speaker A unrecognized as another male speaker B.
In phase 2 classification, we use the decision tree function to separate out the speaker
model that gain the similar score into 4 difference group which are subgroup AI, A2, BI and
B2. This process aims to solve the similarity speaker problem in order to make an
improvement on the accuracy rate when the application facing a huge database. Later on, the
VQ classification progress will only done in one particular subgroup which the group has
identify as it store the speaker model. The system will identify which calculation yields the
lowest value and checks this value against a constraint threshold. If the value is lower than
the threshold, the system outputs an answer.
5.3 Vector Quantization Decision Rules for Gaussian Mixture Modeling
In the third type of proposed hybrid modeling, hereinafter referred to as "VQ/DT+GMM 3",
the novel model is an extended version for DT+VQ 2, which add on one more phase
classification using GMM approach [19). The reason of using GMM as classifier in the
subgroup because of after the experiments of Dr+VQ 2, we found that some error of
classification that cannot recognized by VQ techniques still remain. Therefore, the third
phase classification, we apply the GMM technique.
The overall structure of our hybrid system is depicted in figure 5. After separate the
speaker model into 4 small subgroup using VQ/DT as decision function, we apply GMM
classification for finding the identity of the speaker. On account of the GMM model just need
to train speaker data in the subgroup instead training all speaker data, the computation time
will decrease.
Figure 5. Third hybrid method, VQIDT+GMM 3, speaker identification system based on VQ
decision rules for Gaussian mixture modeling
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6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT
In orders to get a fair comparison between 3 types of classifier, experiments are conducted on
a clean condition. We performed our evaluation on the TlMIT speech database. Out of this
large set, we chose 5 utterances of 10-100 distinct users to evaluate our system. The
emphasis of the experiments is on the accuracy of the models under incremental amounts of
training data and the time taken to processing data.
6.1 System evaluation based on accuracy over incremental data
The first method evaluated uses VQ+GMM I as pattern classification techniques. For
consistent reason, the experiments have run 5 times and the averages result obtained. Table I
shows the effect of increasing the speakers on performance of the VQ+GMM I speaker
identification system. Accuracy starts off highly 100% as would be expected, and slowly
declines to approximately 96% when testing data increased. As can be observed, VQ+GMM
I speaker verification accuracy rate has decrease when the training data increase; this is due
to the complexity of the computation. Through the experiments, the VQ+GMM 1 obtain
97.44% for accuracy rates over an average amount.
The second method evaluated uses DT+VQ 2 as pattern classification techniques.
Table 2 shows the effect of increasing the speakers on performance of the DT+VQ 2 speaker
identification system for speakers from 10 to 100. Accuracy starts off highly 100%, and
slowly declines to approximately 97%. As can be observed, DT+VQ 2 obtain the better result
if compare with VQ+GMM 1, that is 98.26% for accuracy rates over an average amount.
The third method evaluated uses VQIDT+GMM 3 as pattern classification
techniques. Table 3 shows the effect of increasing the speakers on performance of the
VQIDT+GMM 3 speaker identification system for speakers from 10 to 100. Accuracy starts
off highly 100%, and slowly declines to approximately 98%. As can be observed, even
VQ/DT+GMM 2 speaker identification accuracy rate has decrease when the training data
increase, but it stil1 obtain the better result if compare with DT+VQ 2, that is 98.68% for
accuracy rates over an average amount..
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Table i. Perfonnance of the VQ+GMM 1 on increasing testing data
No. of testing Average no. Accuracy
data of false Percentages
identification (%)
10 0 100%
20 0 100%
30 0 96%
40 1 97.5%
50 2 96%
-60 2 96.67%
70 2 97.14%
80 2 97.5%
-90 3 96.67%
100 3 97%
Table 2. Perfonnance of the DT+VQ 2 on increasing testing data
No. of testing Average no. Accuracy
data of false Percentages
identification (%)
--
I--- .
10 0 100%
20 0 100%
30 0 100%
40 1 97.5%
50 1 96%
60 I 98.3%
70 1 98.57%
80 2 97.5%
90 2 97.78%
~K_---
100 3 97%
~-
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Table 3. Performance of the VQIDT+GMM 3 on increasing testing data
No. of testing Average no. Accuracy
data of false Percentages
identification (%)
10 0 100%
20 0 100%
30 0 100%
40 0 100%
50 1 98%
60 1 98.33%
70 2 97.14%
80 2 97.5%
90 2 97.78%
100 2 98%
6.2 System evaluation based on time complexity analysis
The emphasis of the experiments for this section is on the time taken to processing data
between both VQ+GMM 1 classifier, DT+VQ 2 classifier and VQ/DT+GMM 3 classifier.
The result of time processing for 10 speakers by using each techniques shows in table 4. We
report that the VQ+GMM 1 need 78.23 seconds for the whole training and testing process
whereas DT+VQ 2 and VQ/DT+GMM just need 41.76 seconds and 50.42 seconds. Thus, the
third method, VQ/DT+GMM 3 are more suitable to apply in real time because of it accuracy
and processing time. Obviously, a significant improvement compared to the VQ/DT+GMM 3
is reported, a reduction in identification times up to 25% is reached.
Table 4. VQ+GMM 1 and VQ+GMM 2 comparative result for time processing
Algorithm VQ+GMM 1 DT+VQ2 VQ/DT+GMM3
Time 78.23sec 41.76sec 50.42sec
Number of speaker 10 10 10
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6.3 Discussion
The observation has done by the first experiment. From there, the system takes the
longest time to process because the two pattern classifier run parallel. From
experiment, we notice that the searching process make the system slow down.
Therefore, an optimize search method are adding in the second modeling and we done
some arrangement on the modeling. However, there are some weaknesses or some
identification errors occur when doing the experiment for the second method. The
main reason is even VQ are proven simplicity for calculation, but the ability for
identification are poor. Consequently, the third model is designed by adding GMM as
classification function.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an investigation over 3 types of hybrid modeling, VQ+GMM 1, DT+VQ
2 and VQIDT+GMM 3 has done. This investigation intend to make a comparison
among these hybrid modeling in order to decide he most suitable hybrid model for
real time application. From the experiments, we observe that one good way of
applying hybrid method between VQ and GMM because of their difference ways to
classified data.
The result of the experiments have shown that the VQIDT+GMM 3 classifier
always yields better result if compare to other hybrid classifier. Perhaps the most
surprising overall finding presented in this paper is the superior performance of time
processing over VQIDT+GMM 3 classifier. Therefore, this classifier should be
considered for real world application.
Future work will be concentrating on investigation of the effectiveness of
feature extraction techniques for more robust speaker recognition. Investigation on a
better adaptation function also will be done to ensure that the hybrid classifier get the
better accuracy rate.
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